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BACKGROUND

 The NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) operates a facility 
for biology, chemistry, physics, and materials research using a 
continuous neutron source

 In order to compensate for flux loss, the NCNR is constructing a 
deuterium cryostat

 The Cold Source will soon use a new 

high powered refrigerator
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Within the facility there is C100 and C200; C100 is the room where cold neutron beams will come from and where the researchers are located. C200 is the room in which the operators who operate the reactor reside. In the NCNR the majority of users are cold neutron users. Cold neutrons are produced by the Cold Source, located in C100. The Cold Source uses a helium refrigerator that uses liquid nitrogen as part of a process to produce cold helium, which will eventually be used to make cold neutrons. The Cold Source will soon use a deuterium refrigerator, this new refrigerator will replace the hydrogen in the refrigerator. Deuterium is much more efficient moderator and will get colder neutrons. The neutrons will have a massively decreased chance of being absorbed, or wasted. The refrigerator will also use more deuterium than hydrogen because of the scattering properties of deuterium. The further the neutrons scatter, the less they are absorbed, so more deuterium is necessary. 



OVERVIEW AND IMPORTANCE

 The new high powered refrigerator for the new deuterium 
cryostat in C200 needs a screen display of the instruments

 An intuitive display provides insight into the inner workings of the 
system, and improves troubleshooting response times

 Remote operability allows us to reduce radiation dosage

 The display is a Human Machine Interface that allows for remote 
control and viewing of the refrigerator
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The display is necessary for remote viewing of the instruments inside the refrigerator. Remote operability allows us to reduce radiation dosage(can extend to talk about physically looking over at the refrigerator)In order to compensate for flux loss, arising from conversion to low enriched uranium (LEU), the NCNR is constructing a deuterium cold source which gives a 50% increase in performance



CAD MODEL

 A CAD model was created in Creo Elements 

 Represents a near accurate view of the refrigerator

 Flow paths are illustrative and colored

 The cross section of the completed model was taken through a 
clipping workplane
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 (explain in detail, about how it follows natural progression and how the model is thought out) of the refrigerator with valves and each instrument, incased in a model of the outer shell of the refrigerator. The flow paths are also legible for any viewer.



CONVERTING TO DISPLAY

 The cross section was converted to a high resolution print tiff file 
and then to a bitmap file

 The bitmap image was placed in Factory Talk Viewer as a 
wallpaper
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(Add that theres a transition from 3d to 2d



CREATING THE DISPLAY

 Name plate for each instrument is added

 A numerical value attached to a tag is added

 Flow descriptions are added 

 Closed states(red valves) are added to each 

valve line 
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and are programmed to change color if the numerical value hits a specified point.





TAGS

 Each instrument has live data values from the reactor

 Each parameter has a unique identifier, or “address”
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Each address ties to the ladder logic program that is used here. The ladder logic data is essentially a rats nest and is difficult to navigate and find addresses. They each hold the numerical values coming from the instruments. Tags are then tied to the addresses and used in the display, these tags are collected in a database to reference at any time or for any other project.  





FUTURE WORK

The display is editable and will change 

 New screens will always be added along with the current to 
support the ongoing cold source project

The tag database will have continuous updates

 New tags are able to be referenced for the current display or any 
future display 
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